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Forum for Interlending and Information Delivery 

 
Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 18 January 2012 
 
Attendees: Gareth Johnson (GJ/Chair), Chris Beevers (CB, minutes), Christine Shipman (CS), Helen 

Trollope (HT), Jennie Cooke (JC), Su Fagg (SF), Tracey Jackson (TJ), Rose Goodier (RG, IFLA, 
Observer). Gillian Wilson (GW, CONARLS, Observer), Kate Ebdon (KE, British Library, Observer) 
 
Apologies: Gerry Coyle (GC) & Marie Lancaster (ML) 

 
Minutes of the FIL Executive Meeting 19th October – accepted as a correct record 
 
1. Matters arising from last meeting 
 

1. Rules regarding meeting attendance – GJ confirmed that if members miss three consecutive 
meetings they can be asked to stand down from committee. After receiving no communication 
from LC he had e-mailed her accordingly and thanking her for her contribution. 
 
He also welcomed Jennie Cooke who has been co-opted onto the Committee until the 2012 
AGM.  GJJ noted he would encourage both the co-optees to stand for election at the AGM. 

 
2. Interlend 2012 planning (see item 9 below) 

 
3. Regional events (see item 8 below) 

 
4. Newsletter content – TJ reported that the next issue was almost ready. She is just awaiting 

two final articles from BLDSC and OCLC, plus firmed up details to advertise Interlend 2012. 
She is aiming for publication by the end of January. 

 
5. FIL Sponsorship awards – Lucy has provided an article for ILDS and has agreed to present at 

the Boston Spa event. Sponsorship for the Interlend 2012 would be publicized when bookings 
for the event open. CS reported that finances would enable us to sponsor two places. 

 
6. Treasurers report – (see item 2 below) 

 
7. Membership – HT drafted her „Benefits of FIL Membership‟ leaflet and had circulated it to 

committee members for comment. The finalized version will be used at all FIL events to target 
non-members. CS has supplied a list of 13 organisations that have cancelled their 
membership. ( see item 5 below) 

  
8. Website – ( see item 6 below) 

 
9. FIL email address – It was agreed to use the committee‟s e-mail address 

FIL.committee@gmail.com for formal communiqués e.g. Interlend 2012 booking, while 
maintaining access to our personal addresses so that committee members remain 
approachable. Secretary and Web officer will share responsibility for checking the account 
regularly. 

 
10. Thesis document – CB had agreed to take over responsibility for updating the resource and 

had been liaising with GT regarding handover. 
 

11. GJ‟s paper on interlending issues – had been accepted for publication.  He thanked the 
Committee for their various suggestions w.r.t. it. 

 

mailto:FIL.committee@gmail.com
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2. Treasurer’s Report 

 
CS reported that £10k had been deposited in an interest bearing account and should accrue £65.00 at the 
end of the initial 6 month period. Two payments for Interlend 2011 remained outstanding from York and 
Bristol universities. Subscription renewal notices were currently being e-mailed out. It was agreed that 
CILIP should now pay a FIL subscription. Presumably their membership had previously been on a quid 
pro quo basis when they hosted our web-site.  
 

 

Actions:  

 CS to chase Bristol and York by telephone 

 CS to contact CILIP regarding their membership 
 

 
3. BL Report 
See report A1 from KE 
 
4. IFLA Report 

 
RG is getting to grips with her role as IFLA Information Officer and is currently occupied inputting 
members onto the IFLA website and compiling a report on FIL. She has already supplied a report on IFLA 
to TJ for our Newsletter. Early bird registration for this year‟s Helsinki conference is in May. Bids for the 
2012/13 IFLA Conference, probably to be held in Spain, are currently being collated by M. Ollerich. 
 
5. Membership Report 

 
No new members to report. Discussion followed about marketing FIL and encouraging new membership. 
We haven‟t kept records of former members in the past. GJ suggested we should start to do so for 
promotional opportunities in the future. We could also target non-members attending FIL events. JC 
suggested sending a promotional e-mail to Health Library lists. She could send them a link to the benefits 
of membership leaflet. RG has checked the archives from her time as chair and was able to confirm that 
membership fees have been £30.00 for individuals and £50.00 for organizations since at least as far back 
as 2005. GW suggested compiling an annual report/summary for use in marketing our activities to 
potential new members. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Actions:  
 

 HT to create database for recording former members 

 CS to provide details of non-members who attended FIL events last year 

 GJ & HT to compile a press release drawing attention to the freeze in the price of 
membership 
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6. Web Officer Report 

 
The new website is getting a good number of hits. The old site has now been deleted, though HT can still 
access archived content via Dropbox. John Coen has asked her to trace two presentations from five or six 
years ago. HT‟s Benefits of Membership leaflet is to be made available at all FIL events to encourage 
attendees who aren‟t members to join. ESP still to supply a quote for creating a members only area on the 
FIL site. Additional content is always welcome to keep the site fresh. GJ suggested a monthly reminder 
soliciting „nuggets‟ of information from committee members. A few biographies also remain outstanding. 
 

 

Actions: 
 

 HT to obtain quote from ESP for members only area 

 HT to send out monthly e-mail to committee members for interesting content 

 All to send HT any outstanding biographies 
 

 
7. CONARLS Report 

 
GW has become chair of CONARLS for this year and was congratulated by the committee. She has 
updated CONARLS on the activities of FIL. CONARLS intend putting out an annual statement of their 
activities based on past committee meeting minutes after which they will e-mail the lists asking for more 
regional representatives.  
 
A venue for the joint Introduction to Inter-library loans event has still to be finalized, but will probably be 
somewhere in Manchester or Preston. The event was felt to be particularly important as with cuts, 
redundancies and retirements over recent months a great deal of expertise has been lost from our field. 
 
An article about the Non-English Language Database has been produced for CILIP Update.  
 
The SW Region are doing some work on mapping „walk in access‟ to e-resources.  
 
Membership of the Inter-regional Interlending Scheme that undercuts BLDSC rates continues to grow. 
 
Some CONARLS members were concerned about DX‟s recent changes to their terms and conditions 
which would mean that compensation for items carried on their standard service had reduced from £20.00 
to £10.00 and a 90 day limit for claiming has been introduced. 
 

 
Actions: 
 

 All committee members asked to complete the E-resources survey 
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8. March BLDSC Event 

 
The date, theme and charges were discussed and an outline for the day was agreed (See A2). Friday 
March 16

th
 was provisionally decided upon and it was broadly agreed to retain the Health Libraries slant 

as discussed at the last meeting. The following sessions were proposed: Tools and tips for tough times 
(GJ and CS to facilitate) and Marketing: Maintaining your visibility in a lean climate, with one, possibly two, 
health related sessions in the afternoon.     
 

 
Actions: 
 

 KE to confirm date and forward costs to GJ and CS 

 GJ to invite Jenny Brine to facilitate second breakout session 

 JC to send an invitation via the „Health Lists‟ for two speakers/session facilitators 

 GJ and HT to draft an advert and circulate for comment 

 CS to e-mail committee with last years charges 

 HT to send out booking form quoting the committee e-mail address for replies 
 

 
9. Interlend 2012 

 
SF confirmed progress to date: 
 
Date: Monday & Tuesday June 25

th
-26

th
  

Working title: Keeping our Customers Satisfied 
Venue: City Campus, University of Worcester 
Site visit: Undertaken in November and report and photographs made available to committee 
Quote: A quote from Debbie Naylor, Conference Manager at the University of Worcester had been 
received and forwarded to GJ and CS 
Marketing: HT had sourced the new bags which will be launched at Interlend 2012 (These will be shipped 
to her initially and then farmed out to convenient locations around the country. Existing stocks of the 
plastic version will be used at the Welsh and FIL at Boston Spa events) HT is also organizing two new pop 
up banners. (the last one cost £145.00 from Gransoms) 
Programme: The initial draft program had been amended slightly (see A3) 
Speakers: Prof Derek Law, former Head of Library Services at the University of Strathclyde has 
confirmed as one of the hour „keynote‟ speakers. His expenses will comprise attendance for him and his 
partner, Judith Elkin, at the drinks reception and “the cost of his shoe leather”. Anne Haverford, or her 
deputy Judith King, had also agreed to speak about the „Hive‟ (Anne might still be coordinating the move 
into it at the time) 
 
Tour: The Discover Worcester tour has been booked for Monday Evening 5:30-7:00 which will mean 
attendees will arrive back in g good time to freshen up for the drinks reception at 7:30 and dinner at 8:00. 
 
Further discussion about the program and content ensued. As well as Derek‟s and Anne‟s sessions KE 
agreed that BL could fill one, possibly duplicated, slot. Other suggestions included: 

Speakers:    Antony Brewerton on Marketing 
    Veronica Fraser on Sharing your experience within CILIP 
Break-out sessions:   Marketing ILL to Internal Customers (facilitated by ML & SF?) 
& Workshops   Profile raising within the Public Library Service 
    Patron driven acquisitions 
    Speed networking for delegates (facilitated by GJ) 
    Margaret Rowley on ILL within Health Libraries  
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Extra conference activities: Flip charts in the foyer for delegates to post “I have a problem 
with…” or “Top Tips” notices so that others can respond or 
comment. (for possible discussion at a breakout session or 
plenary?) 

 Suppliers Market Place e.g. Capita who are custom building a 
system for the Hive and OCLC) 

 
Other themes worth considering include: E-signatures, © for ILLs, Digitisation, Alternatives to loan and  
Future of Interlending  
 
It was also agreed that attending committee members should be more visible and should encourage 
active participation and networking amongst delegates. A seating plan will be devised for the conference 
dinner so that a mixture of organizations, sectors and genders will be represented at each table. 
Committee members will also be spread around. 
 
No further volunteers had come forward in response to the call for speakers on the new web-pages. The 
invitation needs to be circulated more widely via all „the lists‟ and via committee members. 
 
DX have not followed up further since their initial contact regarding sponsorship, although reportedly it is 
believed they are still interested. It was noted that we need to document exactly what level of sponsorship 
we are soliciting and what benefits that will convey to both parties. 
 

 
Actions: 
 

 Sub-committee to continue to finalise program and consider sponsorship options  

 GW to approach DX to revisit sponsorship idea 

 SF to source 3-4 flip charts at Worcester 

 HT to progress pop up banners  

 HT to send the call for speakers to all lists 

 All to /coerce appropriate colleagues/contacts into speaking or running a session 

 JC to contact Veronica Fraser and Margaret Rowley & CS to approach Antony Brewerton 

 GW to send KE, 70 and ML, 30 plastic FIL bags 
 

 
10. Annual Thesis Update 

 
GT had suggested CB undertake the next review in May with a view to publish in June and thenceforth 
undertake a biennial update due to the „steady state‟ of the information. 
 

 
Action: 
 

 CB to obtain a copy of the database from GT 
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11. Hargreaves Review 

 
GJ welcomed recommendations within the review that would protect existing copyright exceptions against 
contractual overrides and guard against future over-regulation. 
 

 
Action: 
 

 GJ to draft a formal response on behalf of FIL and circulate to members of the committee 
for comment before responding 

 

 
12. Review of sample items for ILL Supply 
 

Deferred to next meeting 
 
13. AOB 

 
None 
 
14. Date of Next Meeting 
Telcon: Late Feb date/time TBC – focus will be event planning for Interlend and BLDSC 
 
Face to face: Wednesday April 18

th
 (GC to circulate details), Brittania Hotel, Birmingham, 10.30am-3pm 

 

 
Action: 
 

 ALL to provide GC with agenda items 

 GC to circulate agenda for April meeting 
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Appendix 1 – KE‟s Report from BL (including an update on the Document Supply System) 

 

FIL Executive Committee Meeting 
Wednesday 18th January 2012 

 

Document Supply 

 
Delays to Document Supply services – update January 2011 
 
As previously reported, access to some of the collection items held at the Library‟s 
Boston Spa site continues to be restricted following the discovery of small traces of 
asbestos in some areas. 
 
The cleaning of the most heavily used current serials stock and the current monographs 
collection (1985-present) is now complete. This means that stock accounting for over 
80% of affected document supply orders is now available for use. Work to clear older 
serials (pre 1985) has begun and is due to be completed by mid April.  
 
Planning for the remaining areas is underway but the details of prioritisation, funding and 
hence timing of the availability of other parts of the collection is not yet confirmed.   
 
British Library Document Supply Service 
 
The new British Library Document Supply Service went live on 28th October. With such a 
fundamental change to our systems we are implementing a managed, phased approach 
to deployment, for both functionality and migration of customers, to ensure there is no 
disruption to our service. We currently have 11 customers deployed to the new service, 
with the main focus in these early days being the migration of the ARTEmail ordering 
system. 
 
The first phase of the online system is expected to go live during February, with full 
online access in March. 
 
There are a number of small differences customers will see between BLDSS and the 
current service. A BLDSS Deployment Briefing document highlighting these differences 
can be seen below. 
 
As we have deployed customers to BLDSS, we have become aware that the format of 
some ARTEmail requests does not conform to current guidelines.  In order for 
customers to benefit from the enhancements which will be delivered by the new service 
and to reduce the risk of failures, we would like to remind customers of our published 
ARTEmail standard. 
 
Please compare your current ARTEmail format to the standard to ensure that requests 
are formatted correctly. Formatting errors in future may result in rejected orders.  

http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/atyourdesk/docsupply/help/resources/handbooks/artguide/5182%20Guide%20to%20Automated%20Request%20Transmissions%20v3_5182%20Guide%20to%20Automated%20Request%20Transmissions%20v3.pdf
http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/atyourdesk/docsupply/help/resources/handbooks/artguide/5182%20Guide%20to%20Automated%20Request%20Transmissions%20v3_5182%20Guide%20to%20Automated%20Request%20Transmissions%20v3.pdf
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The areas where this is most important are: 
 

 Customer Code and ART password quoted in the incorrect order; The first line of the ART 
file should always be the Customer Code number and the second line the ART password: 
Incorrect:     Correct: 
A1B2C3D     87-0656 
87-0656         A1B2C3D 
 

 Incorrect ADD Address format; A file received with a line of text between the ADD 
Address command line and the delivery email address will not be able to be delivered: 
Incorrect:     Correct: 
:DELIVER ALL ITEMS TO:   :DELIVER ALL ITEMS TO: 
CHARLES BATES    CHARLES.BATES@GMAIL.C0M 
CHARLES.BATES@GMAIL.C0M 
 

 Conflicting Message Keyword Codes; One delivery method or search level per request 
should be quoted. ART requests containing both PHOTO and SED99, or S and SL should 
not be sent: 
Incorrect:     Correct:    
TXBCA321 SED99 PHOTO S SL   TXBCA321 SED99 SL 

 

 Request number formats; Customer reference numbers should contain no spaces as it 
can cause the characters after the space to be lost from the customer reference: 
Bad:      Good: 
VDZLL 06560001     VDZLL06560001 
21 JAN 2011 / 1     21JAN2011/1 
87 - 0656/1232     87–0656/1232 

 

 Redundant and inaccurate Message Keyword Codes (MKC) on TX line; Our Handbook 
and Guide to ARTEmail contain lists of all current valid codes. Inaccurately quoted or 
redundant codes may cause the request to be rejected. Inaccurate and redundant codes 
include: 

  
ESSENTIAL    (as in PHOTO ESSENTIAL, which is not valid) 
THESIS    (No longer in use) 
US THESIS   (not valid) 
SBL    (current code is SL) 
SED99*STANDARD*  (SED99 is the correct code for 4 day service) 
#SL (Accurate code is REAPP#SL though REAPP is now no longer 

used) 
SED 99    (The space should not be present) 
SED99 *2*   (The space should not be present) 
X, Y or Z    (No longer in use) 
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 Extreme deviations from our published Preferred Order of Bibliographic Detail; All new 
requests are matched against stock holdings. The better a request meets our preferred 
order (in full in the Guide to ARTEmail), the more chance we have of matching it 
accurately against the correct shelfmark: 

 
Bad:      Good: 
TXZR05576 S SED99    TXZR05576 S SED99 
Briggs A     Higher Education Quarterly 
HISTORY AND ITS NEIGHBOURS  1956 VOL 11 PT 1 PP 55-63 
Higher Education Quarterly   HISTORY AND ITS NEIGHBOUR 
1956      Briggs A 
vol 11 pt 1     0951-5224 
pp 55-63 
0951-5224 

 
Submission of requests in the standard format will enable us to provide you with a 
better, quicker and more accurate service from us – but more importantly, fewer failures 
on some of your requests which we could have fulfilled. 
 
Further information on BLDSS, including FAQ‟s, a new Handbook, Guide to ARTEmail 
and  BLDSS Reply Codes including a Replies Matrix can be found on the BL website at 
http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/atyourdesk/docsupply/help/bldss/index.html        
 
Default Copyright Fees 

The Copyright Licensing Agency, CLA, default copyright fee for books and other non-

serial material increased from £10.50 to £12.00 on 1 January 2012.  The new charges 

will apply to copyright fee paid copies supplied from this date. 
 
Acquisition Cuts 

As budgetary restrictions begin to impact on our monograph acquisition budget 

customers may begin to see an increasing number of NPUR (we do not have this item 

and have decided not to buy it) responses to failed requests. 

A redefinition of acquisition guidelines to reduce expenditure unfortunately means we 

will no longer be able to routinely consider failed requests for purchase.  We will 

however continue to purchase high demand items and continue to add on order 

information to our catalogue and maintain waiting lists for on order items. 

If you receive an NPUR response, and are unable to source the item elsewhere, it is 

worthwhile to keep checking our catalogue for availability. 
 
Chinese and Oriental Serial Titles 
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Historically we have been unable to supply copyright fee paid copies of titles published 

in China as they are excluded from our CLA Licence and our catalogue records show 

them as CLAX (copyright licensing agency excluded).   

The CLAX status for Chinese titles can be ignored as we now have a separate licence 

agreement with CAOD (Chinese and Oriental Database) that allows us to supply scan 

on demand article copies from all Chinese serials. The copyright fee for all titles is 

£9.00.  The database also gives us access to Chinese publications not listed on our 

catalogue, so we would encourage speculative requests for this type of material. 

We hope to be able to update our catalogue records to reflect title availability in due 

course. 
 
Chinese and Oriental Serial Titles 

With effect from 1 October 2011, following advice received, the sale of photocopied 

printed matter (excluding abstracts) by the British Library‟s Document Supply Service 

will be treated as zero-rated for VAT purposes.  

 

 

BL Wide  

 
Closure of the Integrated Catalogue  

Further to our earlier announcements, we are withdrawing access to the Integrated 

Catalogue during the week beginning 23 January 2012. It will be replaced by Explore 

the British Library, which is currently running in parallel with the old catalogue. 

If you have bookmarked http://catalogue.bl.uk you may wish to amend it to 

http://explore.bl.uk 

Explore the British Library enables you to search across nearly 60 million records of 

items in the Library‟s collections. You can find out more about it, and the changeover, at 

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/search/changes.html 

Rare Audio Recordings of Authors reading their own short stories 

The British Library has released a 3-CD set, The Spoken Word: Short Stories, including 

a wide range of stories, from the elegantly-turned miniatures of Somerset Maugham to 

the eerie supernatural tales of Algernon Blackwood.  

http://catalogue.bl.uk/
http://explore.bl.uk/
http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/search/changes.html
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Featuring authors including Kingsley Amis and Harold Pinter reading their own work, this 

selection from an unrivalled archive of recordings stretches back to BBC broadcasts 

made in the late 1940s and early 1950s. 

The set offers a unique opportunity to hear some of the most highly-regarded 

practitioners of the craft in their own voices. All the recordings, including a rare live 

recording of William Trevor made by the British Library, are being published for the first 

time. 

Spring Market Competition 
 
The British Library is giving skilled designers and craftspeople across the country the 
chance to take their business aspirations to the next level. The Spring Market 
competition will allow entrants the chance to sell their wares at their very own stall 
during the British Library Spring Festival. Situated in the British Library Piazza, the 
Spring Market will showcase creations of 12 of the UK‟s most groundbreaking designers 
in a unique market environment to the thousands of people who visit the Library daily. 
Winners will have the chance to sell their products to this audience, get experience of 
running a market stall and gain business support through our Business & IP Centre. 
 
To be eligible to enter this fantastic competition, entrants will need to show that they 
have used the Library in some way: they could have attended a British Library event, 
used its Business & IP Centre, seen an exhibition or have a Reader Pass. Simply visit 
www.bl.uk to download the application form.  
 
Exhibitions and Events 
 
Royal Manuscripts: The Genius of Illumination 
Fri 11 Nov 2011 - Tue 13 Mar 2012  
 
Royal Manuscripts: The Genius of Illumination is the British Library‟s first major 
exhibition to focus on the Library‟s Royal collection, a treasure trove of illuminated 
medieval and Renaissance manuscripts associated with, and collected by, the Kings 
and Queens of England between the 9th and 16th centuries. The exhibition features 
manuscripts that are among the most outstanding examples of decorative and figurative 
painting from this era to survive in Britain today.  
 
The works on display include colourful histories and genealogies, Bibles and Psalters, 
scientific works and accounts of coronations. As a collection they give an outstanding 
indication of medieval and early modern royal taste and preferences. 
The exhibition will also examine how manuscripts were made, and by whom. 

  
A Hankering after Ghosts: Charles Dickens and the Supernatural 
Tue 29 Nov 2011 - Sun 4 Mar 2012  
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This exhibition examines the references Dickens makes to the supernatural in his works 
and what they reveal about his own personal and occasionally surprising ideas on the 
phenomena, which in turn reflect the evolving scientific theories and beliefs prevalent in 
19th-century England. 
 
 
Kate Ebdon 17/01/12 

 
 

BLDSS Deployment briefing 
 

Ordering  

  

 ARTEmail requests can be sent by exactly the same method and in exactly the 

same format as at present.  

 There are a couple of minor changes to the Message Keyword Codes used to 

inform the BL of any specific requirements; 

o The following Message Keyword Codes are no longer necessary; REAPP, 

REAPP#SL, REAPP WWS, BACKUP REAPP, FKBK01, MUSIC and PATENT 

o After some investigation we found that less than 5% of 

TRANSON/TRANSIP matched against an English language version, as a 

result we no longer check for translations. If TRANSON/TRANSIP is quoted, 

it is disregarded. 

 In order for customers to benefit from the enhancements which will be delivered 

by the new service and to reduce the risk of failures, the format of ARTEmail 

requests needs to confirm to our published ARTEmail standard. 

o It is important to quote Message Keyword Codes accurately and not to 

quote conflicting codes such as FXBK99 + LOAN. Only one delivery method 

or search level per request should be quoted. The full list of codes is in the 

handbook in the BLDSS resource centre. 

 If any formatting errors are detected, orders will be rejected and customers will 

be sent an email message informing them of this. This message will give a reason 

for rejection, along with an Error Code. Please note that we no longer indicate 

within the file where the error occurred. The number of Error Codes has been 

reduced from 9 to 4.  

 
Code Further Information 

ERR3: Request 

formatting error 

This could be because; 

 One or more orders exceed the maximum lines/ characters allowed, i.e. 11 lines 

of 40 characters  

 One or more orders are incomplete, e.g. no order text received or no TX prefix 

 One or more orders have an invalid Message Keyword Code 

ERR12: Duplicate 

batch 

A duplicate request/batch of requests has been detected within the last hour. The file will 

not be processed. Amend and resend the file if it is not an error. 

ERR4: Contact 

Customer Services 

BLDSS system problem. Telephone +44 (0)1937 546060 and quote ERROR 4 

ERR6: Cannot find 

related order 

Please resubmit your order quoting either your order reference or the BL order line 

number after the TX 

 

 Once online access is available, you will be able to opt to have correctly formatted 

requests forwarded for processing and any incorrectly formatted ones put online 

for you to fix or reject yourself. 

http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/atyourdesk/docsupply/help/resources/handbooks/artguide/5182%20Guide%20to%20Automated%20Request%20Transmissions%20v3_5182%20Guide%20to%20Automated%20Request%20Transmissions%20v3.pdf
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 Alternative Document Delivery (ADD) Address rules have been relaxed. ADD 
Addresses may now be up to 6 lines of 40 characters.  

Delivery 

 

 All documents, when available will be delivered in colour.  

 Articles delivered electronically will arrive from a new email address, 

noreply@bldss.bl.uk Please ensure your end users do not treat these messages as 

spam 

 If our system detects an item has not been downloaded, a reminder message will 

be sent to the Library with 7 days of the 30 day download period remaining.  

 Loans will include a delivery note that contains a peel-off return address label for 

your convenience. 

 Articles supplied as hardcopy will be in an A4 sized stapled booklet format (A3 

folded in half) 

 

Loans 

 The loan period is 6 weeks for all loans and renewals. If an item hasn’t been 

returned, a ‘DUE*AUTOMATIC RENEWAL PENDING’ or ‘DUE WAIT’ message will be 

sent 1 week before the end of the loan period. Automatic renewals will be 

processed on the day following the return date. If customers do not want items to 

be renewed, they need to ensure loans are returned by the return date given. 

Replies 

 Following customer consultation the number of Reply Codes we use to describe 

the status of requests sent by ARTEmail has been reduced from over 100 to 24!! 

We have done this by combining similar replies. In addition to receiving a Replies 

Intray, to supplement the codes we will also email customers the equivalent 

status as a plain English intray, which will include unique British Library assigned 

order line numbers cross referenced to your request numbers for tracking.  

 In addition to a reduction in Reply Codes we have a brand new Reply – Total 

Library 

o Total Library – this is a holding statement sent when a request has been 

forwarded to a partner supplier and we are waiting for a response.  

 When the Business Account Administration function goes live, one of the features 

available to customers will be the facility to select which messages they receive. 

Customers will receive 1 report a day.  

 A Matrix showing the old and new codes and what they equate to, together with 

an explanation of their meaning, the status of the request and any action required 

is available on our website (address below). 

Problem Requests 

 

 Once customers have full online access to BLDSS, they can report any problems 

with their orders online e.g. missing pages, wrong item, SED download issue. 

Until then, contact customer-services-bldss@bl.uk and we will arrange for the 

error to be corrected. 

 

Extended Searches 

 

mailto:noreply@bldss.bl.uk
mailto:customer-services-bldss@bl.uk
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 As the new British Library Document Supply Service (BLDSS) is designed to give 

increased information on items, including the real time availability, it assumes 

that customers request extended (SL) searches on the basis of this information. 

As such, with the exception of waiting lists, if an item is unavailable, requests will 

automatically be routed for an extended search and charged accordingly. If you 

do not want this automatic locations search and would rather have the 

opportunity to resubmit a request for an item, then please request a Stock (S) 

search from the outset. 

 

Dual Running (this is a temporary situation) 

  

 During the deployment of BLDSS, the current system and any requests in 

circulation within it will remain live. Once switched to BLDSS, Customers wishing 

to CHASE, RENEW or CANCEL orders in the current system will need to do this via 

Customer Services. 

 During the transition from the legacy system to BLDSS it will be necessary to run 

the two services in parallel. This means that two systems are accessing the same 

set of stock, so the availability of items on BLDSS may not be up to date. Because 

of this dual running, where an item is on loan on the legacy system, we cannot 

add a BLDSS order to a waiting list. Therefore, where the customer has requested 

a Stock (S) search only, we cancel these orders and ask customers to reapply 

when we estimate the item will be available. If the customer has requested an 

extended search (SL), the system sees the item isn't immediately available and 

requests will automatically be routed for an extended search. Please note that this 

is a temporary situation which will improve as customers are deployed to BLDSS.  

 "Order confirmed with estimated delivery date" message followed by "Cannot 

supply/Reapply" message. These messages have caused some confusion. Order 

confirmed means that BLDSS has successfully received the request and an order 

has been created on it i.e. we are working to fulfil the order. If we then find that 

we cannot supply the item, customers will be informed accordingly. This will 

improve when we are no longer dual running and all our asbestos effected stock 

is cleaned.  

 Whilst we are dual running, in addition to receiving an intray informing customers 

of the status of requests submitted to BLDSS, they will also receive an intray for 

their legacy requests. 

 

Additional Information 

 

 Additional information regarding BLDSS can be found at; 

http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/atyourdesk/docsupply/help/bldss/index.html  

 Copies of the Document Supply Handbook for Business Account Management, 

Guide to ARTEmail and BLDSS Reply Codes including a Replies Matrix are 

available at; 

http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/atyourdesk/docsupply/help/bldss/replycodes/index.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/atyourdesk/docsupply/help/bldss/replycodes/index.html
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Appendix 2 – Outline Schedule for FIL at Boston Spa March 2012 

 

BLDSS Event Friday 16th March 2012: Outline Programme 

Theme: BLDSC Update and Experience sharing 

Cost: xx members, xxx for non-members 

Delegates: 60 max (plus speakers) 

9.30 Coach from York station to Boston Spa 

10.00 Welcome coffee/tea and informal networking 

10.15 Welcome and overview of day [GJJ] 

10.30 Talk 1: Lucy Wilkins – ILDS Chicago 2011  

11.00 Talk 2: Margaret Rowley – Health Libraries 

11.30 Talk 3a: BLDSC/BL update  

 OR Tour Groups (A) 

12.30 Lunch 

13.15 Talk 3b: BLDSC/BL update (repeat) 

 OR Tour Groups B 

14.15 Coffee/tea and informal networking 

14.30 Workshops (repeated to allow all to participate) 

 Workshop 1: GJJ 

 Workshop 2: TBC 

15.30 Group discussion and feedback  [GJJ] 

15.45 Close and dispersal [GJJ] 

15.55 Coaches to York 

 

Comment [GJJ1]: Helen, Chris and me 
to agree.  Helen and me to draft advert 

Comment [GJJ2]: Currently only 
myself from Committee in attendance (plus 
Kate as observer) need one more person to 
help facilitate day 

Comment [GJJ3]: Who books these? 

Comment [GJJ4]: GJJ to contact to 
formally invite 

Comment [GJJ5]: Ditto 

Comment [GJJ6]: Kate to sort 

Comment [GJJ7]: Kate to arrange.  Will 
assign people to these before day – to mix 
up attendees and make things work easier! 

Comment [GJJ8]: People split along 
Tour Group A/B lines. 25 mins a session 

Comment [GJJ9]: I have three themes: 
1)Tips, tools and resources for tough times 
2)Positioning your service for efficiency 
and visibility 
3)Service standards – what are, they do 
they work and how can we use them 
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Appendix 3 – Draft programme for Interlend 2012 

Interlend 2012: Conference Plan Version 1.0 GJJ 20/October/2011 
 

Day 1 (Monday 25
th

 June 2012) Day 2 (Tuesday 26
th

 June 2012) 

  9.00 AGM 

10:00 Registration & Welcome 9:30 Talk and tour: The Hive 

11:00 Pre-conference workshop 11:30 Refreshments 

12.00 Newbie session and breakout pitches 11.45 Breakout Session E Breakout Session F 

12.45 Formal Conference Welcome and open (Chair) 12.30 Breakout Session G Breakout Session H 

13.00 Lunch 13.15 Lunch 

14.00 Keynote 1- Derek Law ? 14.00 Keynote 2 

15.00 Breakout Session A Breakout Session B 15.00 Refreshments 

15.45 Tea break and networking 15.15 Plenary and panel discussion 

16.00 Breakout Session C Breakout Session D 16.00 Close 

16.45 Plenary and open discussions   

17.00 Close   

17:30 
Discover History tour of Worcester (meet Guildhall 

17:45) 
  

19:30  
Drinks reception in Jenny Lind Chapel & BMA 

founding boardroom 
  

20:00  Conference Dinner   

 Free time/networking    

 

Comment [SF10]: I think we made 
need longer 

Comment [SF11]: Can we assume 
they’ll have all arrived by then? 

Comment [SF12]: Is this necessary? 

Comment [SF13]: Suggest meet up in 
Main reception, Charles Hastings Bldg 


